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Abstract. The performance of the transport means is also determined by the rolling systems, which have major 

economic and environmental implications caused by the loads to be carried, the travel speeds, the constructive 

and functional characteristics, the air pressure in the tires with direct implications on the compaction and wear of 

the rolling track, tire tread wear, rolling resistance and implicitly of the cost of the transport operation itself. The 

subject of the present paper is the research carried out on a moving articulated vehicle made up of an agricultural 

tractor and semi-trailer, aiming to continuously monitor the dynamic parameters of the vehicle. We present the 

mathematical relations expressing the action of the semi-trailer on the tractor, represented by connecting forces, 

moments and loads, identifying in particular the reaction of the ground on the semi-trailer rolling system and 

load transfer from the semi-trailer to the tractor, which contributes to its additional loading, these two parameters 

being followed. For the continuous measurement and monitoring of the two parameters, in real time, a load 

monitoring installation was built and assembled on the articulated vehicle, consisting mainly of force 

transducers, force amplifiers, micro PLC operating terminal and other connection elements. Registrations made 

during the experiments are managed by software specially created for these researches. Experiments were carried 

out both for stationary and for all travel regimes of the articulated vehicle, namely acceleration, deceleration and 

sudden braking, the results obtained from the tests allowing us to establish the veracity of the mathematical 

relations, on the one hand, and the evolution of the measured parameter value in the three travel regimes, on the 

other hand. 
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Introduction 

The main working parameters of the means of road transport are the maximum weight transported 

(mass of the product transported + mass of the means of transport), the travel speed and the braking 

parameters. 

Depending on these parameters, the proper rolling system, the constructive and functional 

characteristics are established, with direct implications for the rolling track compression and wear, tyre 

tread wear, rolling resistance and implicitly of the cost of the transport operation itself [1-3]. 

During running of the system made up of a tractor vehicle (hereinafter referred to as auto-tractor) 

and a trailer, additional load (weight) transfers from the trailer to the tractor appear. These transfers 

occur both during normal running, on a horizontal road, when at the constant weight transferred as a 

result of the construction of the means of transport (for example, a semi-trailer) an additional weight is 

added caused by the inertia force of the means of transport appearing at deceleration in case of normal 

rolling, downward rolling or during system braking [4-6]. 

On the contrary, in the acceleration or upward rolling phases there is a load discharge of the 

tractor. 

At present, for the existing transport systems these additional weight transfers to the auto-tractor 

[1; 2; 4; 5; 7; 8] cannot be quantified, except theoretically, as too much, uncontrolled load intake can 

affect the quality of the transport [9] or in extreme cases can lead to occurrence of malfunctions that 

can cause accidents. 

Existing rolling systems perform as the main functions of load supporting, rolling, braking and 

partial shock absorption. 

The rolling system studied in this paper is equipped with a load monitoring installation that 

allows, besides the functions that any existing system performs, to continuously measure the weight of 

the means of transport by providing real-time information on the weight variation transferred to the 

tractor in the aforementioned transport situations, as well as on the air pressure in the tires according to 

the transported load. 
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The information provided by the load monitoring installation can be used both in the design and 

realization stage of the means of transport and in the choice of the auto-tractor in the aggregate as well 

as in the correct choice of the air pressure in the tires or in the monitoring of the means of transport 

loading. 

Material and method 

We consider anarticulated vehicle made up of an auto-tractor and a means of transport, in this 

case, an agricultural tractor and an agricultural semi-trailer moving on a sloping land that is in the 

accelerating phase. 

The action of the semi-trailer on the tractor (Fig. 1) is represented by the connecting forces R and 

Ft. Force R represents the part of the semi-trailer total weight Gs that is distributed to the tractor and 

which contributes to increasing the tractor adhesion weight, while the force Ft is the traction force 

necessary to tow the semi-trailer [1; 2; 4; 10]. 

 

Fig. 1. Forces and moments acting on tractor-semi-trailer system 

The resistance force of the semi-trailer is determined by the relation (1): 

 ( )RGfZfF ssis −⋅=⋅= αcos , (1) 

where f – rolling resistance coefficient; 

 Gs – total weight of the semi-trailer, daN; 

 R – part of the semi-trailer total weight to be distributed to the tractor, daN. 

The inertia force of the semi-trailer is determined by the relation (2): 

 
dt

dv

g

G
F s

s

is ⋅⋅= δ , (2) 

where g – gravitational acceleration, m/s
2
; 

 δs – semi-trailer masses coefficient in rotation motion (transport wheels); 

 dv/dt – variation of articulated vehicle acceleration/deceleration, m·s
-2

. 

The moment of semi-trailer rolling resistance is determined by the relation (3): 

 ( )RGrfZrfM sssrs −⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅= αcos , (3) 

where rs– dynamic radius of the semi-trailer wheels, m; 

 Zs – normal reaction of the ground on the semi-trailer wheels, daN. 

The traction force necessary to tow the semi-trailer is determined by the relation (4): 

 αδα sinsin ss

s

ssisfst G
dt

dv

g

G
ZfGFFF +⋅⋅+⋅=++= . (4) 
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The normal reaction of the ground on the semi-trailer wheels is determined from the moment 

equation written in the coupling point C, according to the relation (5): 

 ( ) ( ) 0sincos1 =−−⋅⋅−−−−⋅+⋅ csssscsisrscfss hhGaGhhFMhFLZ αα . (5) 

Replacing Ffs and Mrs in relation (5) with their expressions given by relations (2) and (3) and 

making the grouping of common factors, the expression of the Zs reaction according to the relation (6) 

is determined: 

 
( ) ( )

( )sc

sscssis

s
rhfL

aGhhGF
Z

−+

⋅⋅+−⋅⋅+
=

1

cossin αα
. (6) 

Component R is determined by the relation (7): 

 ss ZGR −⋅= αcos  

Or replacing component R with the expression in relation (6) results in the following: 

 
( )[ ] ( ) ( )

( )sc

cssisscss

rhfL

hhGFrhfbG
R

−+

−⋅⋅+−−+⋅
=

1

sincos αα
. (7) 

Replacing Zs reaction in relation (4) with its expression in relation (6), grouping the terms, results 

in the expression for Ft, according to relation (8):  

 
( ) ( )[ ]

( )sc

sssisss

t
rhfL

rhfLGFaGf
F

−+

−+⋅++⋅⋅⋅
=

1

1sincos αα
. (8) 

The ground normal reactions on the wheels of the tractor with the semi-trailer are determined 

from the moment equations written in the support points A and B, the final expressions being 

according to the relations (9, 10):  

 
( )

L

MhFcRhFFGbG
Z rtcttaitttt

t

−⋅−⋅−⋅++⋅−⋅⋅
=

αα sincos
1 , (9) 

 
( ) ( )

L

MhFcLRhFFGaG
Z rtcttaitttt

t

+⋅+++⋅++⋅+⋅⋅
=

αα sincos
2 , (10) 

where ( )RGrfMMM ttrtrtrt +⋅⋅=+= αcos21  – rolling resistance moment of the tractor 

(including the part of the semi-trailer weight R to be distributed to the tractor). 

 rt – dynamic radius of the tractor wheel, m. 

Results and discussion 

The tests were carried out with articulated vehicle made up of an autotractor and a means of 

transport, in this case a New Holland TD80D agricultural tractor and a one-axle agricultural semi-

trailer, Fig. 2, which moves on a horizontal ground, the semi-trailer being equipped with a load 

monitoring installation. 

In this paper we are interested in the sizes that act on the semi-trailer, namely: Zs, R.  

To verify correct functionality of the load monitoring installation, we determined it by weighing, 

when stationary, using the classic weighing system: Gs = 7250 kg; Zs = 6268 kg; R = 982 kg. 

In a first stage of the tests using the load monitoring installation we determined, when stationary, 

the mass of the loaded semi-trailer, Gs = 7125 kg and its distribution on the axis. The values measured 

during the experiments are: Zs = 6168 kg and the component to be transferred to the tractor, 

R = 957 kg. 

It is to be noted that the differences are insignificant, so the installation is functioning correctly, 

the deviations being of 1.60-2.6 %, a value falling within the equipment construction error margin. 
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Fig. 2. Load monitoring installation: 1 – force transducer; 2 – force amplifier; 3 – micro PLC;  

4 – operating terminal; 5 – accumulator battery; 6 – bipolar fuse; 7 – connecting cables 

We also measured and calculated the constructive dimensions of the semi-trailer, the positions of 

its centre of gravity and the coefficient of the masses in rotation motion (for semi-trailer wheels), as 

follows: 

 
055.1;55.0;45.0;6.1;65.0;15.4;8.41 ======= sscsss mrmhmhmbmamL δ

 

For
dt

dv
was taken as the average value of 0.3 m·s

-2
, from [1].  

The values for Zsa and Ra in the case of articulated vehicle acceleration (marked with “a”), on 

horizontal terrain, are calculated with the relations (6; 7) using the determined and measured values as 

follows: 

 

( )

( )
daNZ sa 6326

55.045.001.08.4

15.5725045.06.13.0055.1
81.9

7250

=
−+

⋅+−⋅⋅

=

 

 

( )[ ] ( )

( )
daNRa 924

55.045.001.08.4

45.06.1055.13.0
81.9

7250
55.045.001.065.07250

=
−+

−⋅⋅−−+⋅

=

 

Similarly, the values for Zsd and Rd are calculated according to the relations (6; 7) in the case of 

articulated vehicle deceleration (marked with “d”); only that in this case the inertia force of the semi-

trailer has the opposite direction of action. Using the measured and calculated values presented above 

we have:  

 
daNRdaNZ dsd 1037;6213 ==

 

The values for Zsf and Rf in the case of the articulated vehicle sudden braking (marked with “f”) 

are calculated with the relations (6; 7), where the inertia force of the semi-trailer has the opposite 

direction of action and the deceleration value is 1.45 m·s
-2

, which means the subtraction between 

deceleration of the tractor itself, 6.05m/s
2
and articulated vehicle 4.45 m·s

-2
, as follows: 

 
daNRdaNZ fsf 1251;5999 ==

 

For moving on slope the calculations are similar only that the slope angle of inclination is 

introduced in the relations. 

Driving tests were performed for two situations commonly encountered during transport, for each 

situation there were 5 determinations made, namely: 
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Driving at a constant speed of 30 km·h
-1

, deceleration for a period of 5 seconds, when the operator 

raises the foot from the tractor accelerator pedal followed by acceleration to 30 km·h
-1

, the results 

determined for Zs and R during deceleration/acceleration periods being shown in Table 1; 

Table 1 

Determination of Zs and R values in the case of articulated vehicle deceleration/acceleration 

dt

dv
 = 0.3 m·s

-2 

Decelerationduringdriving/ Test no.
 dt

dv
, m·s

-2
 Determined 

parameter 

1 2 3 4 5 Average 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 

Zsd, daN 6235 6220 6210 6226 6210 6220 6250 6220 6176 6139 

Rd, daN 1015 1030 1040 1025 1040 1030 1000 1030 1074 1111 

 Accelerationduringdriving / Test no.     

Zsa, daN 6315 6318 6332 6320 6325 6322 6288 6322 6363 6400 

Ra, daN 935 932 918 930 925 928 962 928 887 850 

Driving at a constant speed of 30 km·h
-1 

followed by sudden braking to stopping the articulated 

vehicle, the results determined for Zs and R during the braking period being shown in Table 2. 

In all the above-mentioned situations, the determined sizes are the soil reaction on the semi-trailer 

wheels, Zs and the additional load of the rear axle of the tractor R, these sizes being in fact those, the 

value of which varies significantly during transport.  

Since during the testing period the registered values were very numerous, the highest values of 

each test were mentioned in Tables 1 and 2. Their variation is graphically shown in Fig. 34. 

Table 2 

Determination of Zs and R values in the case of articulated vehicle braking 

 

dt

dv

 
= 1.45 m·s

-2 

Braking/Test no.
 dt

dv
, m·s

-2
 Determined 

parameter 

1 2 3 4 5 Average 1.25 1.45 1.65 2.00 

Zsf, daN 5985 6005 6020 6010 6020 6008 6035 6008 5961 5896 

Rf, daN 1265 1245 1230 1240 1230 1242 1215 1242 1289 1354 
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Fig. 3.Variation of Zs and R on deceleration/ acceleration 
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Fig. 4.Variation of Zs and R on braking 

Conclusions 

1. During running of a system consisting of a tractor vehicle and a trailer, there are additional load 

transfers (weight) from the trailer to the tractor, which, at present, can be quantified only 

theoretically for the existing transport systems; 

2. The rolling system covered by this paper is equipped with a load monitoring installation that 

carries out continuous real-time measurement of the load sustained by the trailer rolling system 

and its variation as a result of the load transfer to the tractor while driving; 

3. The values measured during experimentation for the load sustained by the trailer rolling system, 

when stationary close to those determined by the classic weighing system, the deviations being 

1.75 %, a value falling within the equipment construction error margin; 

4. The values measured during experimentation, while the articulated vehicle was running, for the 

reaction of the ground on the trailer rolling system, Zs and for load transfer from the semi-trailer to 

the tractor, R are very close to those determined theoretically with mathematical relations, the 

deviations calculated as the ratio of the theoretically calculated value and mean value measured in 

the experiments being: for Zsa , 0.1 % when accelerated; for Zsd , -0.099 % when decelerated; for 

Zsf, -0.0998 % when braked; for Ra, -0.0995 % when accelerated; for Rd , 0.0679 % when 

decelerated; for Rf,, 0.0724 % when braked. 

5. The permanent knowledge of the weight distributed to the trailer axle helps us, among others, set 

up the air pressure in the tires according to their type, the size of the load transported, the 

condition and the nature of the rolling track in order to achieve an optimal transport operation. 
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